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Abstract 
 

Network virtualization technology plays a key role in cloud computing, which serves as an 
effective approach for provisioning a flexible and highly adaptable shared substrate network to 
satisfy the demands of various applications or services. Recently, the problem of mapping a 
virtual network (VN) onto a substrate network has been addressed by various algorithms. 
However, these algorithms are typically efficient for unicast service-oriented virtual networks, 
and generally not applicable to multicast service-oriented virtual networks (MVNs). 
Furthermore, the survivable MVN mapping (SMVNM) problem that considers the 
survivability of MVN has not been studied and is also the focus of this work.   

In this research, we discuss SMVNM problem under regional failures in the substrate 
network and propose an efficient algorithm for solving this problem. We first propose a 
framework and formulate the SMVNM problem with the objective of minimizing mapping 
cost by using mixed integer linear programming. Then we design an efficient heuristic to solve 
this problem and introduce several optimizations to achieve the better mapping solutions. We 
validate and evaluate our framework and algorithms by conducting extensive simulations on 
different realistic networks under various scenarios, and by comparing with existing 
approaches. Our simulation experiments and results show that our approach outperforms 
existing solutions. 
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1. Introduction 

The traditional Internet architecture faces many challenges due to the explosive increase 
and diversification in user demands and Internet services. The ossification of the current 
Internet architecture prevents it from supporting diverse applications and services. Network 
virtualization technology can prevent this ossification and diversify the Internet by allowing 
multiple heterogeneous virtual networks (VNs) share the resources of the same underlying 
substrate network [1]. Users can access applications or services and infrastructure resources 
provisioned by cloud-based datacenters using thin clients without having to know the actual 
location and characteristics of the resource, or how they are delivered. In network 
virtualization, infrastructure providers (InP) manage the substrate platforms and lease 
resources to support various operations according to a usage-based pricing model [1]. Service 
providers (SP) rent resources from one or many infrastructure providers to serve the end users. 
More specifically, SPs instantiate on demand virtual machines (VMs) for the purpose of 
running users’ tasks or applications. VMs hosted on hundreds of thousands of interconnected 
servers in multi-data centers allow the isolation of applications from the underlying hardware 
and other VMs, and also allow the customization of the platform to suit the specific needs of 
the end-user. Today an increasing number of applications such as web service, large-scale 
simulation, high-performance computing and virtual labs have been deployed in cloud-based 
datacenters [2]. Some examples of commercial cloud computing products include Amazon 
EC2, Microsoft Windows Azure platform, Google App Engine and Yahoo! Datacenters [3-6]. 

Network virtualization plays an important role in cloud computing and serve as a key 
enabler for cloud computing [7]. A network virtualization environment (NVE) [8] [9] consists 
of shared substrate network with computing and bandwidth resources and abstracted 
applications or services in the form of virtual network (VN) requests. Each VN request 
consists of a set of VN nodes and VN links. Each VN node requires a certain amount of node 
resources (i.e., CPU and memory storage resources) for executing the applications or services. 
Each VN link connecting two VN nodes requires a certain amount of communication 
bandwidth for the purpose of data and information exchange between the connected VN nodes. 
Multiple data centers spread across multiple geographical locations interconnected by a 
network constitute the infrastructure i.e., substrate network. In the substrate network each 
substrate node typically has a certain amount of node resources and each substrate link possess 
a certain amount of bandwidth resources subject to transmission delay and transmission delay 
variation constraints. 

Since multiple VN requests are hosted on the same substrate network, and for sharing the 
resources of the substrate network, an efficient cloud resource provisioning strategy that 
intelligently uses the resources of the substrate network is important to both users and 
infrastructure providers (InPs). How to efficiently map or embed a VN request onto the 
substrate network is a challenging problem in network virtualization. 

Most existing research on the problem of VN provisioning/mapping only consider the case 
of unicast service oriented VN requests [8-13], and accordingly aim at designing efficient 
provisioning strategies for such VN requests. However, in many real-world situations the 
applications or services are abstracted as multicast oriented virtual network requests. Multicast 
virtual networks are expected to support many real-time or interactive applications with 
diverse performance requirements, such as video-conferencing, distributed database 
replication, and online games. Multicasting typically scales well to a larger receiver 
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population and uses network infrastructure efficiently by requiring the source to send the 
information only once, even if it needs to be delivered to a large number of receivers. A 
multicast virtual network (MVN) has a tree topology with a single tier of leaf nodes. Multicast 
applications and traffic require that data received by the destinations are within specified delay 
bounds and the difference in delay (i.e., delay variation) at multiple destinations should be 
within specified limits or minimal [14]. Thus, the constraint on transmission delay and delay 
variation between any two MVN links must also be considered while mapping the MVN links. 
In addition, in this work we also consider substrate network failures and study the problem of 
how to optimally map MVN requests while considering survivability, i.e., the survivable 
MVN mapping (SMVNM) problem. In this paper, we formulate the survivable MVN mapping 
problem as a mathematical optimization problem by using mixed integer linear programming 
(MILP). Our optimal problem focuses on minimizing the MVN mapping cost while satisfying 
all of the resource requirements and constraints. Since the optimal VN embedding problem is 
NP-hard [8], we also propose heuristic algorithms to solve the mapping problem in a 
reasonable amount of time as well as achieving good results. We evaluate the performance of 
our heuristics by conducting extensive simulation experiments under various substrate 
network and scenarios. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the related works. 
We give the detailed problem description in Section 3. In Section 4 we formulate the problem 
by using MILP. Section 5 presents our efficient heuristic algorithms for solving the SMVNM 
problem. Section 6 presents our simulation environment and simulation results that evaluate 
the performance of our approaches. Section 7 concludes the paper. 

2. Related Work 
In this section, we describe recent research related to network resource provisioning in cloud 
computing and the problem of virtual network mapping. 

2.1 Resource Managing in Cloud Computing 
Network virtualization serves as an important technology in cloud computing. The 

development and rapid popularization of cloud computing has led to a large amount of 
research on network virtualization and techniques for virtual network provisioning. In [15] the 
authors present a peer-to-peer approach for managing services in large scale, dynamic and 
evolving cloud computing environments. The research in [16-18] focuses on reducing energy 
consumption in data centers while fulfilling resource provisioning without violating the 
quality of service (QoS) or service level agreements (SLAs). Research in [19] considers 
several reliability problems that arise when allocating applications to processing resources in a 
cloud computing platform. The goal of the approach proposed in [19] is to assess the impact of 
the reliability constraint on the complexity of resource allocation problems.  

2.2 Virtual Network Provisioning  
As mentioned network virtualization encourages the development of cloud computing. 

There has been a significant amount of research on network virtualization and techniques for 
virtual network mapping/provisioning due to the increasing popularity of cloud computing. 
Some recent works model the VN mapping problem as mathematical optimization problem 
with the objective of minimizing the VN provisioning/mapping cost under a number of 
constraints imposed by resource capacities of substrate network components include as link 
resource (such as bandwidth) capacity and node resource (such as CPU, memory and storage 
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resources, etc.) capacities. The research in [8] proposes the online VN mapping algorithms 
D-ViNE and R-ViNE, with coordination between the VN node mapping and VN link mapping 
process, in order to increase the acceptance ratio and the revenue while decreasing the VN 
mapping cost. The authors in [10] addressed the problem of optimally deploying the VN as the 
substrate network evolves. This work focuses on minimizing the upgrading cost of virtual 
network while satisfying node resource constraint and path delay constraint. In [11], the 
authors address the key issue of how to fairly and efficiently share the resources of InPs among 
multiple SPs by using game theory and modeling the network resources allocation problem as 
a non-cooperative game model. A virtual network mapping strategy with topology-aware node 
ranking is proposed in [12], in which the topology-aware node resource rank is computed 
based on Markov Random Walks before mapping the virtual network components for 
improving the long-term average revenue and the VN acceptance ratio. Two shared backup 
VN provision schemes shared on demand and shared pre-allocation for VN embedding are 
proposed in [20]. By using these sharing schemes the required backup bandwidth can be 
reduced and more substrate resource can be left for future VN requests. The authors in [21] 
propose an algorithm for solving the survivable VN mapping such that the mapped virtual 
network can recover from substrate node failures. However, this work does not consider 
regional failure(s) i.e., the failure of a set of substrate nodes and links. In [22] the authors study 
the survivable VN mapping (SVNM) problem and use a failure-dependent protection 
approach that enables efficient sharing of protection resources among different failure 
scenarios. The approach in [22] performs well for regional failure(s), but it is not suitable for 
multicast service-oriented VN (MVN) request. The authors in [23] presented an online VN 
mapping algorithm that maximizes the number of coexisting VNs leading to good utilization 
and revenue of the substrate by using resource evaluation while implementing the VN 
mapping. The authors in [14] conducted research on the basic version of the problem of 
mapping multicast oriented virtual network onto substrate network and proposed an algorithm 
for solving this problem. However, this research cannot guarantee the survivability of MVN 
requests.  

To the best of our knowledge none of the research on VN requests provisioning and VN 
design studies the problem of mapping multicast oriented VN requests onto substrate network 
considering their survivability against regional failures (i.e., failure of a set of nodes and links) 
in the substrate network.  

3. Problem Statement 
In this section, we describe the survivable multicast oriented VN provisioning problem that is 
the focus of this work. We use and build upon the frameworks discussed in [22] and [14]. 

3.1 MVN Request 
In the cloud computing paradigm users use the substrate network resources in a pay-as-you-go 
manner. A user’s service or application request with QoS demands (i.e., link bandwidth, delay, 
delay variation, node resource etc.) submitted to a cloud-based datacenter can be abstracted as 
a multicast virtual network request. We model the multicast virtual network request as an 
undirected weighted graph ( , , , , , )V V V N L D DVG N E C C C C= , where 1 2{ , ..., }V tN v v v=  denotes nodes of 
MVN, where t is the number of MVN nodes and VE  indicates the set of MVN links. NC  
represents the node resources constraint and 1 2 | |{ , ..... }

VL EC x x x=  represents link bandwidth 
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constraint, respectively. We use 
vex  to denote the bandwidth required by virtual link v Ve E∈ . 

We use DC  and DVC to denote the constraints on the maximum delay and delay variation of 
substrate paths to host the virtual links. 
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Fig. 1. Example of MVN mapping without regional failure(s) 
 
For each multicast virtual node v Vn N∈ , we assume ( )vnε  is the amount of node resources 

requested from a specific MVN node. Specifically, a multicast service-oriented VN (MVN) 
request can be represented by a 2-tier tree. Fig. 1(a) shows an example of a MVN request. In 
this example, a is the root node and b and c are leaf nodes of the MVN request. The numbers in 
the rectangles next to the MVN nodes represent the resources demands of nodes, and the 
numbers next to the MVN links represent the requested link resources/delay/delay variations. 

3.2 Substrate Network 
The substrate network consists of multiple or multi-data centers spread across multiple 
geographical locations that are interconnected by a network. Similar to the MVN request 
described above, we model the substrate network as a weighted undirected 
graph ( , , , )S S S L NG N E C C= . Where SN  and SE  represent the set of substrate nodes and the set of 
substrate links, respectively. We use NC  and LC  to denote the attributes of the substrate nodes 
and substrate links. The typical attributes of substrate nodes that are of interest include node 
resources such as CPU, memory and storage capacities. The typical attributes of substrate 
links include bandwidth capacity and delay. 

For each substrate node S
sn N∈ , which is able to provision node resources for a MVN node, 

the amount of available node resource capacity and the cost of per unit of node resource is 
denoted as ( )sc n  and ( )sp n , respectively. For each substrate link S

se E∈ , we define the 
amount of available link resource capacity, the cost per unit of link resource and transmission 
delay as ( )sb e  , ( )sp e and ( )sd e , respectively. Fig 1(b) presents an example of a substrate 
network where the numbers in rectangles next to the nodes represent the amount of available 
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node resources/cost of per unit resource of the nodes, and the numbers next to the links 
represent the available link resource/cost of per unit resource/transmission delay of links. 

We use P to denote the set of end-to-end substrate paths, and each substrate path p, p∈P is 
a subset of ES. Accordingly, the end to end delay and available bandwidth resources of 
substrate path p, denoted as D(p) and B(p), can be computed as follows: 
 

( ) ( ),
l p

D p d l p P
∈
∑= ∀ ∈                                                      (1) 

{ }( ) ( ) ,
l p

B p min b l p P
∈

= ∀ ∈                                                   (2) 

 

3.3 Regional Failure 
In [22] the authors assume a set of possible regional failures R is given. We use this definition 
of regional failures in this paper. Each regional failure ∈r R  will simultaneously destroy one 
or more substrate nodes and links denoted by ( ) ( , )r rG r N E= , where S

rN N∈ and S
rE E∈ . We 

note that if we allocate the resource from ( )G r to the MVN request, we must reserve resource 
from regions which do not include r for the MVN request to recover from regional failure r. 
Fig 2(b) shows an example with two regional failures r1 and r2. In the figure 1 1( 1) ( , )r rG r N E= , 
where Nr1 = {D, E} and Er1 = {C-D, D-E, B-E, E-F}, and  2 2( 2) ( , )r rG r N E=  where Nr2 = {A, 
F} and Er2 = {A-B, A-F, E-F}. 
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Fig. 2. Example of MVN mapping with regional failure(s) 

3.4 MVN Mapping Under Single Regional Failure 
The procedure of mapping a MVN request GV onto a substrate network GS with survivability 
against any single regional failure r includes four steps: initial MVN request mapping, backup 
substrate nodes, backup substrate paths, MVN request migration.  

First, we map the MVN request without consideration of any possible regional failure. Then 
we need to allocate a separate substrate node and required computing resources for each MVN 
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node of the MVN request, as well as find paths and reserve required bandwidth resources to 
transmit data among the MVN nodes. If we assume that the number of MVN nodes is N1 then 
exactly N1 substrate nodes are allocated in this initial request mapping. The above MVN 
mapping procedure can be formulated as follows: 

(1) MVN Node Mapping, denoted as: 
 

* *: ( , ) ( , )→M S N
N V NM S C N C  

* *: ( , ) ( , )→M S N
N V NM N C N C  

*( ) ,∈ ∀ ∈S
N VM v N v N  

   ( ( )) ( ),ε≥ ∀ ∈n N VR M v v v N  

 
Where *S SN N⊂ , CN* denotes the node resources allocated to the MVN request. 
(2) MVN Link Mapping, denoted as: 

 
* *: ( , ) ( , )→M L

E V LM E C P C  
*( ) , ,= ∀ ∈ ∃ ∈E VM e p e E p P  

( ( )) ,≥ ∀ ∈E e VB M e x e E  
( ( )) ,≤ ∀ ∈E D VD M e C e E  

| ( ( )) ( ( )) | , ,− ≤ ∀ ∈ ≠E E DV VD M i D M j C i j E and i j  
 

Where *P P⊂ , CL* denotes the link resources allocated to the MVN request. 
In this work, in order to mapping a MVN request onto a substrate network with survivability 

against any single regional failure, we assume that if a substrate node ns1 initially mapped for a 
MVN node v is within the failed region, we need at least another backup substrate node ns2 
outside the failed region in order to remap this MVN node v. Note that the choice of the backup 
substrate node(s) depends on the failure scenario, and the selected backup substrate node may 
be within another failure region. To ensure that such a substrate node can be found in the event 
of a regional failure, we allocate it before a failure actually happens. Since a regional failure 
may cause multiple substrate nodes allocated for initial MVN request mapping to fail, a 
sufficient set of backup substrate nodes have to be pre-assigned. Similarly, we also need to 
pre-assign enough backup bandwidth resource on the substrate links to support the 
communication between the MVN nodes under any single regional failure.  In particular, if a 
MVN node v is to be remapped at a pre-assigned spare substrate node, we must set up new 
spare path(s) between that spare substrate node and other surviving substrate nodes. 

Fig. 2 shows an example of MVN mapping when there is a regional failure. In this example 
MVN nodes a, b and c are initially (under no failures scenario) mapped onto the substrate 
nodes B, C and A communicating through substrate link B-C and B-A, respectively. Regional 
failure r1 destroys substrate nodes D and E, as well as destroys substrate links C-D, D-E, B-E, 
E-F which do not influence the initial mapping, thus we need no backup nodes and links 
resource for recovering this failure. Regional failure r2 destroys substrate nodes A and F, as 
well as destroys substrate links A-B, A-F, E-F. The substrate network remaps the MVN request 
such that the MVN node c is now mapped onto substrate node E, as well the MVN nodes a and 
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b are still mapped onto B and C. The new paths are B-E and B-C. So, we have to migrate the 
MVN node c from A to E and migrate communications on MVN link c-a from B-A to B-E for 
recovering from regional failure r2. 

3.5 Resource Sharing 
Since in this work we assume that only one regional failure occurs at any one time, the 
resources reserved on the substrate nodes and substrate links may be shared among the 
different failure scenarios. 

The MVN mapping solution without consideration of any regional failure can be described 
as follows: a one-to-one mapping from NV to NS and mapping of each v Ve E∈ to a path in GS. 
Similarly, for each regional failure r R∈ , a survivable mapping solution consists of a mapping 
from NV to NS-Nr (one-to-one) and mapping of each v Ve E∈ to a path in GS-G(r). 

Accordingly to ensure survivability under any regional failure, the total node resources that 
are allocated for the MVN request on substrate node n, denoted by rnn, is the maximum of all 
node resources under any failure. Similarly, the total bandwidth resources allocated for the 
MVN request on substrate link l, denoted by rll, is the maximum of all bandwidth resources 
under any failure. rnn and rll can be calculated by using the equations below: 
 

,0 ,1 ,| |max{ , ,..., }n n n n Rrn rn rn rn=                                         (3) 

,0 ,1 ,| |max{ , ,..., }l l l l Rrl rl rl rl=                                             (4) 

 
where, rnn,r and rll,r are the node and link resources allocated on substrate node n and substrate 
link l under r-th failure in R , Note that r=0 means no failure scenario. 

4. MILP Formulation  
In this section, we model the problem of survivable MVN mapping as a mathematical 
optimization problem by using mixed integer linear programming (MILP).  

4.1 Problem Description 
Given: A substrate network ( , , , )S S S L NG N E C C= , a MVN request ( , , , , , )V V V N L D DVG N E C C C C=  and 
a list of all possible regional failures R. 

Problem: How to jointly allocate node and link resources of substrate network, including the 
backup resources, such that the total cost of survivable mapping of the MVN request, i.e., sum 
of the total cost of node and link resource is minimized. 

4.2 MILP Formulation for SMVNM Problem 
In this paper, in order to formulate the MILP model for SMVNM problem, we apply a graph 
transformation on substrate network GS similar to [21] to get an augmented graph. We add 
|NV| extended nodes into GS; each extended node added corresponds to a MVN node of the 
MVN requests. Each extended node is set to have infinite resource capacity. We assume that 
each extended node v* added into GS is connected to all available substrate nodes. We call the 
links connecting extended nodes and substrate nodes as extended links. We assume that the 
bandwidth resources on each extended link are unlimited and the delay of each extended link 
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is zero. Each extended node v* is unaffected by any regional failure in R. However, for each 
extended link connecting an extended node v* with a substrate node ns, if ns is within a 
region r R∈ , then that extended link is also inside the failure region r. Accordingly we achieve 
the augmented graph as * * *( , )G N E= , where 

{ } { }* ( ) , ( ) ( ) , ( )S S S
V VE E e Sc e N Dt e N e Sc e N Dt e N= ∪ ∈ ∈ ∪ ∈ ∈  and * S

VN N N= ∪ , 
where ( )Sc e and ( )Dt e denote source and sink node of link e, respectively. 

Based on the above transformation, the SMVNM problem can be formulated as a mixed 
integer multi-commodity flow (MCF) problem, in which the bandwidth requirement on each 
virtual link v Ve E∈ of MVN request VG is considered as a commodity. In each regional failure r, 
each extended node must choose only one extended link to connect itself and an available 
substrate node. This constraint makes sure that each virtual node corresponding to the 
extended node is mapped onto one substrate node (one-to-one mapping) under each regional 
failure. We present the detailed MILP formulation for survivable MVN mapping problem 
below. The key notations used in our model are summarized in Table 1. 

 
Table 1. Summary of key notations 

Notation Meaning 

*E  The set of all links of augmented graph *G . 
*N  The set of all nodes of augmented graph *G . 

R  
The set of all possible regional failures in the network. ( 0 ∈r R  means no failure 
scenario) 

,δe r  Binary variable denoting whether link *∈e E is assigned under the failure of region r; 1 if 
there is resource demand on link *∈e E under the failure of region r, and 0 otherwise. 

erl  Total amount of link resources provisioned by substrate link e to support either initial 
mapping or failure tolerance. 

mrn  Total amount of node resources provisioned by substrate node m to support either initial 
mapping or failure tolerance. 

( )sp e  Cost of per unit resource of substrate link es. 
( )sp n  Cost of per unit resource of substrate node ns. 

DC  The max delay of MVN links. 

DVC  The delay variation of MVN links. 

( )vnε  The amount of resources required by MVN node nv. 

( )n sR n  The available resources of substrate node ns. 

X A big constant. 

( )Sc e  The source of link e of augmented graph. 

( )Dt e  The sink of link e of augmented graph. 

( ; )η e r  Binary value to indicate whether link e is in r, where *∈e E and ∈r R . 

( )b e  The resource required by MVN link e. 
( ; )λ m r  Binary value to indicate whether node m is in r, where ∈ Sm N and ∈r R . 

( )EM e  The path in substrate network that hosting MVN link e. 
( )D p  The delay of path p. 
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( )eR e  The available resources of link e, where *∈e E . 

,
v

s

e
e rfl  Variable denoting the total required resource on link es for MVN link ev under the failure 

of region r. 

Objective function:  

 

{ }( ( )) ( ( ))
S Se m

e E m N
Minimize rl p e rn p m

∈ ∈
∑ ∑× + ×                                     (5) 

 
The objective function in (5) tries to minimize the total provisioning cost (i.e., the cost of 

substrate node and link resources) for a MVN request considering survivability.  

Constraints: 

 

,
( )

1, ( ) ,δ
∈

∑ = ∀ ∈ ∀ ∈
S e r V

Dt e N
Sc e N r R                                               (6) 

,
( )

1 ( ( ); ), ( ) ,δ λ
∈

∑ ≤ − ∀ ∈ ∀ ∈
V

S
e r

Sc e N
Dt e r Dt e N r R                             (7) 

*
1, 2, , 1, 2 , ( 1) ( 2), ( 1) ( 2)δ δ= ∀ ∈ = =e r e r e e E Sc e Dt e Dt e Sc e                       (8) 

 
Constraint (6) and (7) are related to the mapping between the virtual and substrate facility 

nodes. Constraint (6) ensures that only one substrate node is selected for mapping the virtual 
node of MVN request under any failure r, and constraint (7) ensures that only one virtual node 
is mapped onto a substrate node under any failure r. Constraint (8) makes sure that the binary 
variables for the two links, in the opposite directions between any node pair of the augmented 
graph *G have the same value. 
 

1, 2, 1,

*

( ) 2 ( 1) ,

1, 2 , ( 1) ( 2), ( 2) ( 1)

δ
∈
∑ + ≤ × × ∀ ∈

∀ ∈ = =

v v

v V

e e
e r e r e e r

e E
fl fl R e r R

e e E Sc e Dt e Sc e Dt e
                                     (9) 

,

*

( ( )) ( ( )),

, ( ) , ( )

δ ε× ≤ ∀ ∈

∀ ∈ ∈ ∈
e r n

S
V

Sc e R Dt e r R

e E Sc e N Dt e N
                                            (10) 

 
Constraints (9) and (10) are link and node capacity constraints that ensure that the total 

required bandwidth and node resources must remain within the residual link bandwidth and 
node resource capacities. 
 

* *, ,
, ,

( ) ( )

*

0,

, \{ ( ), ( )}

∈ ∈
= =

∑ ∑− = ∀ ∈

∀ ∈ ∀ ∈

v ve e
e r e r

e E e E
Sc e m Dt e m

v V v v

fl fl r R

e E m N Sc e Dt e
                                        (11) 

* ,
,

( ) ( )

( ), ,
∈
=

∑ = ∀ ∈ ∀ ∈v

v

e
e r v v V

e E
Sc e Sc e
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Constraints (11)-(15) are flow conservation constraints that constrain the net flow of a node 

* * \ { ( ), ( )}v vn N Sc e Dt e∈  to zero and the net flow of a node * { ( ), ( )}v vn Sc e Dt e∈  to ( )vb e , where 

v Ve E∈ . 
 

*
, 1 ( ; ), ,δ η≤ − ∀ ∈ ∀ ∈e r e r r R e E                                           (16) 

* ,
( )

*(1 ( ( ); )), ( ) ,δ λ
∈

∑ ≤ − ∀ ∈ ∀ ∈S
e r

Dt e N
X Sc e r Sc e N r R                      (17) 

 
Constraint (16) ensures that only when link e is available under regional failure r, it is 

permitted to allocate resources. Similarly, constraint (17) ensures that only when substrate 
node ( )Sc e  is available under regional failure r, its adjacent links are permitted to allocate 
resources. 
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 Constraint (18) makes sure that the total required bandwidth resource on each substrate link 

is no less than the required bandwidth resource of the MVN link under any failure. Constraint 
(19) guarantees that the total required node resource on each substrate node is no less than the 
required resource of the MVN node under any failure.  

 

( ( )) ,≤ ∀ ∈E D VD M e C e E                                                       (20) 

( ( )) ( ( )) , ,− ≤ ∀ ∈E E DV VD M e D M f C e f E                                (21) 

 
Constraints (20) and (21) are transmission delay constraints. Where constraint (20) checks 

that for any MVN edge its transmission delay does not exceed the maximum allowed delay. 
The transmission delay variation among paths hosting the MVN links is controlled within an 
acceptable range by equation (21). 

5. Algorithms Design 
Since the survivable MVN provisioning is an NP-hard problem, using the MILP to find an 
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optimal solution for this problem is computationally intractable. For achieving survivable 
MVN mapping in a reasonable time, we propose efficient heuristics to solve this NP-hard 
problem. Our main idea is to start with an “original” mapping without consideration of any 
regional failure, and then find the backup resource for each regional failure. More specifically, 
our algorithm consists of three parts below:  

a) Achieve “original” mapping with non-survivable MVN mapping algorithm.  
b) Achieve survivable MVN mapping with non-survivable MVN mapping algorithm for 

each regional failure by fixing the substrate network. 
c) Eliminate redundant resource and mappings for all mappings above with the strategy of 

resource sharing in section 3 and min-cost set cover algorithm. 

5.1 Non-Survivable MVN Mapping Algorithm 
The problem of non-survivable MVN mapping is different from the non-survivable VN 
mapping problem as now delay and delay variation constraints must be considered while 
mapping. In this paper, we design the non-survivable MVN mapping algorithm (NSMVNM) 
while considering the topology and delay constraints of the MVN request.  
 

Algorithm 1: NSMVNM algorithm 
Input:  1. Substrate network ( , , , )=S S S L NG N E C C ;  

2. A MVN request ( , , , , , )=V V V N L D DVG N E C C C C  . 
Output: Mapping solution M  
1: Initialize the lists = ∅SUMN ,  and  =V VUMN N . 
2: Sort the substrate nodes in descending order according to Equation (22)  and store in UMNS. 
3: Find the root node of GV denoted as v. 
4: for each ∈ S

sn UMN , do  
5:      calculate and record Cost(v→ns) according Equation (23). 
6: end for 
7:  Mapped v onto ns with minimum Cost(v→ns), update M, = −V VUMN UMN v  and = −S S

sUMN UMN n  

8: for each ∈L Vv UMN , do 

9:       for each ∈ S
kn UMN , do 

10:            calculate and record Cost(vL→nk) according Equation (24). 
11:     end for 
12:     Mapped vL onto nk with minimum Cost(vL→nk), update M = −V V LUMN UMN v and = −S S

kUMN UMN n , 
find a candidate path p connecting nk and ns, then stored in Mp. 

13: end for 
14:  Adjust the paths in Mp ensure that the delays of paths in Mp are all falling into [Dmax-CDV, Dmax].   
15:  Update M according to Mp. 
16: return M 

Fig. 3. Pseudo code of the NSMVNM algorithm 
 

Since the MVN request can be represented by a 2-tier tree, the root node has maximum 
connectivity among all MVN nodes. We first map the root node onto the substrate network and 
then map the leaf nodes based on the mapping of the root node. While mapping each leaf node 
we also map each MVN link to a path (a set of substrate links) in substrate network. The 
objective is to minimize the total cost including computing cost and bandwidth cost. Note that 
the path found while mapping the leaf node is not necessarily the working path for the MVN 
link because the delay variation may not be satisfied. We call the paths found while mapping 
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leaf nodes as candidate paths, which have to meet the delay variation constraint.  
A detailed description of the NSMVNM algorithm is shown in Fig. 3, where the notation 

Dmax denotes the maximum transmission delay of the substrate paths for all of MVN links. 
NSMVNM algorithm includes three steps: a) the mapping of root node of MVN request; b) 

leaf nodes mapping; c) the mapping of MVN links. The two sets UMNV and UMNS are used to 
ensure the one-to-one mapping between the MVN nodes and the substrate nodes. Before the 
mapping procedure we introduce some pre-optimizations (i.e., sorting the substrate nodes) on 
substrate network. In order to elaborate on this strategy of sorting nodes, we define Con(ns) as 
the connectivity of substrate node ns which is equal to the number of adjacent nodes of ns. 
Adj(ns) is the set of adjacent nodes of ns. Here we can calculate Con(ns) by using following 
equation. 

 

( ) | ( ) |=s sCon n Adj n                                                        (22) 

 
While mapping the root node of the MVN request we must calculate the possible mapping 

cost for each available substrate node, such that we can find the substrate node with minimum 
cost to be the mapped node of root node. In this work, we use the following equation to 
calculate the possible mapping cost Cost(vL→nk). 

 

( ) ( ( ) ( ( )))* ( )ε→ = + −s s sCost v n p n MC Con n v                               (23) 

 
where MC is Con(ni) with ni having the maximum connectivity among all substrate nodes. 
Equation (23) guides the mapping of the root node onto the substrate node with large 
connectivity. 

Similar to the mapping of root node, we also need to calculate the possible mapping cost for 
each available substrate node while mapping the leaf nodes, such that we can find the substrate 
node with minimum cost to be the mapped node of leaf node. The cost for a leaf node mapping 
onto a substrate node can be calculated by the following equation. 

 

( )→ = +L k k kCost v n CNn CPn                                                     (24) 

where CNnk is the node resource cost and CPnk is the bandwidth cost computed as follows. 
 

( )* ( )k k LCNn p n vε=                                                          (25) 
( )*

vk e
e P

CPn p e x
∈
∑=                                                            (26) 

 
where P is the substrate path connecting ns (the substrate node hosting the root node) and nk, ev 
is the MVN link connecting vL and v (the root node of MVN request). 

If there exists a path whose delay does not fall into [Dmax-CDV, Dmax] window, we use 
the k-shortestpaths [24] to find k paths and choose a shortest one whose delay is in [Dmax-CDV, 
Dmax] to substitute for the original path.  

5.2 Survivable MVN Mapping Algorithm 
For achieving survivable MVN mapping with NSMVNM algorithm, we use the framework 
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similar to [22]. In this section, we will reuse part of SOUM* algorithm to design our 
survivable MVN mapping algorithm.  

Similar to SOUM*, we decompose the SMVNM problem into |R| separate NSMVNM 
problems. For each regional failure ri, we fix the substrate network GS= GS-G(ri) and then 
achieve the mapping by using algorithm NSMVNM. Note that r0 means no failure 
( ( 0)G r = ∅ ). The algorithm based on SOUM* proposed here for survivable MVN mapping is 
named SOUM*-M. Since SOUM*-M deal with the |R| problems independently, some 
mapping solutions or resources may be unnecessary, which we can remove from the final 
mapping solution(s) by the greedy min-cost set cover algorithm.  To describe the algorithm 
SOUM*-M clearly, we use the following definitions. 0 1 2 | |{ , , ,..., }S RM M M M M=  is the 
mapping set corresponding to failure set 0 1 2 |R|{ , , ,..., }R r r r r= . ( )ic M is used to denote the cost of 
mapping i SM M∈ . 

A detailed description of the SOUM*-M algorithm is shown in Fig. 4. 
 

Algorithm 2: SOUM*-M algorithm 
Input:  1. Substrate network ( , , , )=S S S L NG N E C C ;  
 2. A MVN request ( , , , , , )=V V V N L D DVG N E C C C C  ; 

  3. A list of regional failures R. 
Output: The min-cost mapping set M* to recover from any specified regional failures. 
1: Initialize the cost ( )ic M of all mappings in SM to zero. 
2: for each ∈ri R  , do  
3:      Update GS=GS-G(ri) . 
4:      Call NSMVNM algorithm to get the mapping solution Mi. 
5:      Calculate ( )ic M according to Mi. 
6: end for 
7: Call Greedy min-cost set cover algorithm and get min-cost mapping set M*. 

Fig. 4. Pseudo code of the SOUM*-M algorithm 

 

Algorithm 3: Greedy min-cost set cover algorithm 
Input: 1. All mapping solutions SM ;  

 2. The list of regional failures R. 
Output: The min-cost mapping set M* to recover from any specified regional failures. 
1: Initialize the set * = ∅M . 
2: while ≠ ∅R  , do  
3:      Pick up mapping M selected by equation (27). 
4:      Add M to M*, and remove all failures that M recovers from R. 
5: end while 
6: Return min-cost mapping set M*. 

Fig. 5. Pseudo code of the Greedy min-cost set cover algorithm 

 

For the Greedy min-cost set cover algorithm we have: 
{ ( )/ | ( ) |}, SMin c M U M M M∈                                           (27) 

 
where U(M) is the subset of regional failures that can be recovered by the mapping M. 

Fig. 6 explains the relation between MS and R, and gives an example of Greedy min-cost set 
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cover algorithm. Fig. 6 shows a scenario with two regional failures r1 and r2 and assumes that 
M0 is the no-failure mapping solution (i.e., resource allocations), and M1 and M2 are the 
mappings for regional failures r1 and r2, respectively. Since r2 does not affect M0, M0 can still 
be used to recover from regional failure r2. Similarly, since r1 does not affect M1, hence M1 can 
be used to recover from r1. By the same argument we can deduce that M2 can recover from 
both r1 and r2. Assuming that M2 has a lower cost than , then we should choose 
mapping M2 as our solution to recover from r1and r2, and M0 and M1 are redundant and not 
required any more. Then M2 should be added to M* and r1and r2 should be removed from R. 

 
Fig. 6.  Example of the Greedy min-cost set cover algorithm 

5.3 Improved Non-Survivable MVN Mapping Algorithm 
Since the number of leaf nodes of a MVN request is typically greater than 1, the order of the 
leaf nodes in UMNV in the NSMVNM algorithm may affect the final mapping result. Since the 
regional failure R is given before mapping, and if we can make the mapping aware of the 
failures, we can achieve better mapping solutions.  

Based on this we introduce two strategies to improve the NSMVNM algorithm proposed in 
Fig. 3.  
(1) Sort on all leaf nodes 

For achieving a better mapping result, we sort the leaf nodes of MVN request in decreasing 
order of resource requirements (DR(vL)). This resource requirement is decided by the leaf node, 
and also dependent on the MVN link (ev) connecting it to the root node. We define DR(vL) as 
follows. 
 

                                                   (28) 

 
where is the ratio of unit bandwidth cost to the unit node resource cost. Intuitively, mapping 
“larger” resource-hungry MVN nodes first can give these MVN nodes higher priorities to 
reserve resources with lower cost and in turn, reduce the total overall cost. 
(2) Failure-Awareness in NSMVNM 

In order to make NSMVNM aware of the failures while mapping the MVN request, we 
introduce the virtual unit cost of substrate resource. We define  and  to present 
virtual cost of per unit resource of substrate node ns and virtual cost of per unit resource of 
substrate link es, respectively. Then  and can be calculated as follows. 
 

                                                (29) 
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*( ) ( ) * ( )α= +s s sp e p e AF e                                                 (30) 

 
Where α is a weight factor that is used to control the mapping procedure; when α=0 the 
mapping proceeds oblivious to the failure of any region, and if α>0 the mapping procedure 
avoids the failures of the regions. AF(ns) is the number of regional failures that affect substrate 
node ns. The main idea is to select the substrate nodes and links that not only have low cost, but 
also are less likely to be affected by the various given regional failures. 

While mapping with the NSMVNM algorithm, we sort all leaf nodes using equation (28) 
and use the virtual cost calculated by equations (29) and (30) instead of ( )sp n  and ( )sp e . We 
call the algorithm SOUM*-M with these two strategies as SOUM*-MF. 

6. Simulation and Results 
In order to evaluate and validate the effectiveness of our proposed framework and algorithms 
we have conducted extensive simulations. In this section, we first describe the simulation 
environment, and present several performance parameters used in our simulations that show 
the advantages of our algorithms under different substrate networks and different scenarios. 
Then, we present our main simulation results. In our simulation experiments we compare the 
MVN mapping cost, average number of migrations and unrecoverable ratio for all failure 
regions of our algorithms with existing approach. 

6.1 Simulation Environment 
We use two real networks namely the England Network and USANET shown in Fig. 7 as the 
substrate network in our simulations. These two networks vary in terms of the number of 
nodes, links and connectivity and thus provide a good basis for evaluation of our approaches. 
The computing capacity at substrate nodes and bandwidth capacity on the substrate links are 
all equal to 1000 units under the unconstrained capacity scenario and follow a uniform 
distribution from 50 to 150 units when the capacity is constrained. We also assume that the per 
unit node resource cost and the per unit link bandwidth cost are all equal to 1 unit. The 
transmission delay of each substrate link is equal to 1 unit.  
 

 
(a) Net-1: England Network Topology with 27 nodes and 41 links 
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(b) Net-2: USANET with 46 nodes and 76 links 

Fig. 7. Substrate networks used in our simulation 

 
In our simulations, the node numbers of MVN requests vary from 4 to 12 in step of 2 to 

simulate the various scenarios of MVN requests. The resource requirement of each MVN node 
is randomly generated from 10 to 30 units. The resource requested by each MVN link follows 
a uniform distribution from 10 to 50 units. We assume that the constraint on transmission 
delay of each MVN link is less than 6 units, and the delay variation of each two MVN links 
must not exceed 2 units in our simulation. 

In our simulation experiments, we have not only compared the performances of our 
algorithms SOUM*-M and SOUM*-MF with the algorithm SOUM* proposed in [22], but 
also compared the performance of SOUM*-MF for different values of α.  

For each regional failure we randomly choose various numbers of adjacent nodes to fail 
(e.g., three nodes). Since the scale of Net-2 is larger than Net-1, in our simulation experiments, 
we define 5 failure regions for Net-1 and 8 failure regions for Net-2. 

We have implemented the algorithms that are compared in our simulations by using 
Microsoft Visual Studio 2005 and the C++ programming language. All algorithms are run on a 
computer with a memory of 4 GB and 3.2-GHz CPU. 

6.2 Performance Metrics 
The MVN mapping cost, average number of migrations and unrecoverable ratio are three key 
parameters in the algorithm for MVN request mapping under any single regional failure. 
Accordingly, we use the following three metrics to evaluate the performance of the algorithms 
compared in our work. The first two are applicable when the amount of computing and 
bandwidth resources available in substrate network is sufficient to recover from any failure, 
while the last is applicable when the resources are constrained or limited. 

(1) Cost: It is the total cost of reserving substrate network resources for mapping the MVN 
request to tolerate any regional failure in the substrate network. More specifically, this is the 
sum of computing cost on all substrate nodes and bandwidth cost on all substrate links for 
provisioning a MVN request while considering its survivability.  

(2) Average Number of Migrations: It is the average number of migrations, which is 
defined as follow: 

 / | |∑= r rAM am R , 
where amr is the sum of the number of MVN nodes and MVN links that need to be migrated to 
new substrate node and substrate links under failure r under unconstrained resource. 
Migrations produce additional cost.  

(3) Unrecoverable Ratio: This is the ratio of the number of unrecoverable failure scenarios 
to the total number of failure scenarios when the substrate network has limited constrained 
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capacity. 
Table 2. Algorithms compared 

Notations Brief description 

SOUM* Separate optimization with unconstrained mapping & 
redundancy elimination algorithm proposed in [21]. 

SOUM*-M Algorithm proposed in this work. 

SOUM*-MF The improved SOUM*-M algorithm proposed in this 
work. 

 

6.3 Simulation Experiment Results 
We have compared the performance of three algorithms in Table 2 in terms of mapping cost, 
average number of migrations and unrecoverable ratio for MVN mapping under single 
regional failure in different substrate networks.  
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(a) Simulation Results on Net-1 
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(b) Simulation Results on Net-2 

Fig. 8. Total mapping cost achieved in different substrate networks with various size of MVN request 
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Fig. 8 shows the comparison of total mapping cost obtained by the two approaches proposed 

in this work and in [21], where the MVN node number varies from 4 to 12 in increments of 2. 
From the figure we see that the total mapping cost of SOUM*-M and SOUM*-MF are much 
lower than SOUM* in two different substrate network. This is because the SOUM*-M and 
SOUM*-MF algorithms introduce pre-optimizations such as sorting of substrate nodes before 
mapping which leads to better mapping solutions. Fig. 8(a) and 8(b) show that SOUM*-MF 
performs better than SOUM*-M in both Net-1 and Net-2. This is because that algorithm 
SOUM*-MF introduce more pre-optimizations (i.e., sorting on MVN nodes and 
failure-awareness) on MVN request. The fixed parameter α defined in equations (29) and (30) 
helps SOUM*-MF achieve a better solution by avoiding more failures which reduces the 
required backup resources compared to SOUM* and SOUM*-M.  
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 (a) Simulation Results on Net-1 
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 (b) Simulation Results on Net-2 

Fig. 9. Average number of migrations achieved in different substrate networks with various size of 
MVN request 

 
Fig. 9 presents the average number of migrations of the three algorithms in Table 2, where 

the MVN node number varies from 4 to 12 in increments of 2. From Fig. 9 we can see that our 
algorithms SOUM*-M and SOUM*-MF incur fewer average number of migrations than 
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SOUM* in both Net-1 and Net-2. Thus implying that SOUM*-M and SOUM*-MF can 
recover from any single regional failure with smaller migration cost than SOUM*. This is 
because the fixed parameter α in SOUM*-MF can guide the mapping away from the failure 
regions. All algorithms perform better in Fig. 9(b) compared to Fig. 9(a), this is because Net-2 
is bigger than Net-1, and can provide more available substrate nodes and links which offer 
more optimized mapping solutions. From Fig. 9(a) we can see that in the case of large MVN 
requests with 12 nodes, the average number of migrations for SOUM*-M is higher than 
SOUM*. However, the cost of SOUM*-M is lower than SOUM* (see Fig. 8(a)). This is 
because when the size of the MVN request is large fewer migrations can lead to the use of 
longer more resource expensive substrate paths while mapping the MVN links.  
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(b) Simulation Results on Net-2 

Fig. 10. Unrecoverable ratio on different substrate networks with various size of MVN request 
 
Fig. 10 compares the unrecoverable ratio of three compared algorithms when the resource 

capacity of the substrate network is constrained. We can see that our algorithms SOUM*-M 
and SOUM*-MF lead to better unrecoverable ratio than SOUM*. This is due to that the 
optimized strategy introduced into SOUM*-M and SOUM*-MF lead to not only lower 
mapping cost but also less migrations, as shown in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9. The lower mapping cost 
means higher probability of more successful mapping when the substrate network has limited 
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resource capacity. On the other hand, with fewer migrations more failure regions can be 
covered using the original mapping. Thus with a fixed amount of resources SOUM*-MF can 
recover from more failure regions compared to SOUM*, and accordingly the unrecoverable 
ratio of SOUM*-MF is lower than SOUM*. From Fig. 10 we also see that the performance in 
(a) is better than (b), this is because larger substrate network provides more optimized 
mapping solutions that leads to lower unrecoverable ratio. 

Fig. 11 shows the effect of parameter α on mapping cost of algorithm SOUM*-MF under 
various networks. As shown in Fig. 11, in this set of simulations the resources capacities of the 
substrate networks are sufficient to recover from any failure. We can see that there is a 
significant difference between the cost obtained by the algorithm SOUM*-MF with different α. 
In the case with no α (i.e., α = 0), the cost of SOUM*-MF algorithm is higher than when α is 
not 0. The fixed value of α for SOUM*-MF depends on the unit cost of the resource of 
substrate network and the number of failure regions. However, fixed α makes SOUM*-MF 
achieve better performance in term of mapping cost. This is because parameter α leads to 
mapping that avoids failures, which lowers the backup resources necessary for recovering 
from any failure. 
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 (b) Simulation Results on Net-2 

Fig. 11. Total mapping cost using SOUM*-MF on different substrate networks for various values of 
parameter α 
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Fig. 12 shows the effect of parameter α on average number of migrations of algorithm 
SOUM*-MF under various networks. As shown in Fig. 12, in this set of simulations the 
resources capacities of the substrate networks are sufficient to recover from any failure. Fig. 
12 depicts that the algorithm SOUM*-MF with different α obtained different average number 
of migrations under various substrate networks. The average number of migrations obtained 
by SOUM*-MF without α (i.e., α=0) is higher than when α is nonzero. This is because α 
guides the mapping avoiding failure regions, which means original mapping covers more 
failure regions thus requiring fewer migrations to recover from the regional failure. In addition, 
the results in Fig. 12(b) is better than in f Fig. 12(a) due to the fact that larger substrate network 
offers better mapping solutions. 

The above simulation results show that our approaches perform well and lead to lower 
mapping cost, average number of migrations and unrecoverable ratio for all failures than 
SOUM*. This is due to fact that our approaches proposed in this work can adjust the mapping 
solution to balance the mapping cost and the number of migrations, saving more network 
resource to ensure better performance under different substrate networks and different 
scenarios (e.g. constrained and unconstrained resource capacity scenarios.). 
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(a) Simulation Results on Net-1 
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(b) Simulation Results on Net-2 

Fig. 12. Average number of migrations on different substrate networks with various values of parameter 
α for SOUM*-MF 
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7. Conclusion 
Network virtualization serves as an effective method for resource provisioning in cloud-based 
datacenters. Multicast service is an important and popular service or application class in cloud 
computing. In this research, we study the problem optimal provisioning for multicast oriented 
virtual network (MVN) request in cloud-based data centers considering survivability for 
recovering from any single regional failure of substrate network. We formulate the problem of 
survivable MVN provisioning as a mathematical optimization problem with the objective of 
minimizing the mapping cost by using MILP. Furthermore, we first design an efficient 
algorithm, NSMVNM, to solve the non-survivable MVN mapping problem. We then extend 
the NSMVNM to SOUM*-M for achieving the survivable MVN mapping. We also introduce 
the strategy of sorting on MVN nodes and the factor α into NSMVNM to optimize our 
mappings which makes our algorithm SOUM*-MF failure-aware. Simulation results show 
that our algorithm performs better on mapping cost, average number of migrations and 
unrecoverable ratio than existing approach SOUM*.  
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